In Memoriam

July 10, 2019
1 p.m.

Mt. Olivet Cemetery
100 Blaine Avenue Northeast
Renton, WA 98056

Please join the King County Medical Examiner for a ceremony remembering our fellow community members who have died without recognized loved ones to lay them to rest.

Clergy from several denominations will offer burial rites and share their prayers. A dedication of a plaque will be made in their memory.
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MANUEL BARRIOUS-OVALLE
KATHERYN EASTERWOOD
VIRGINIO AGUERO-VALLE
BABY GIRL CARTAGENA
MICHAEL BRASSESCO
ROBERTO CAVALIERE
FRANCISCUS DEKKER
DONALD ANDERSON
MARLENE DOLEZAL
YELENA FEDOROVA
MICHAEL CROWLEY
ELEANOR EDDINGS
WALTER EDEN
BRUCE EDNOSO
LINDA EDWARDS
NEIL ELLINS
GEORGE ELLIOTT
KATHRYN EASTWOOD
ELEANOR EDDINGS
WALTER EDEN
BRUCE EDNOSO
LINDA EDWARDS
NEIL ELLINS
GEORGE ELLIOTT
MARQUE ANTHONY ERVIN
KATHY ESTRADA
NORA FARRELL
YELENA FEDOROVA
MICHAEL FLAVIN
MARY FLOREY
DOROTHY FLOWER
MARY FORD-JAMES
GRADY FOSTER
JEFFREY FRASIER
FELICIA FULLER
ROGELIO GARCIA
JEANNE GAY
ROBIN GERMAIN
JOHN GIBBS
DARWIN GIFFORD
MISTY GILMORE
WESLEY GISSENTANNER
MICHAEL GLADSON
LORNA GREEN
MORRIS GLICKMAN
ELEMER GLONZ
CHESTER GODWIN
PAUL GOLDSMITH
JOSEPH GOMEZ
JEFFERSON GORDY
JOSEPH GRAMAIN
JAMES GRANDY
GLORIA GRAY
MARY GRAY
KENNETH GREEN
JUDITH GREEN
JOHN GREENNELSH
HAROLD GREENWOOD
DIANNE GREER
RICHARD GUDMUNDSON
TARA GUENTER
HONG CHI HA
ELLEN HANSEN
JOHN HARDT
JAMES HARRIS, III
KATHY HARRIS
JAMES HATCHER
JAMES HAWKINS
BETTE HAYES
DARLENE HEBLIN
W. L. HENDRICKS
ADOLFO HERNANDEZ-CONTRERAS
WILLIAM HERRMANN, II
RICHARD HOLMES
THOMAS HUNTER
GARY JACKSON
PAULA JACOBS
DIGHT JAMES
KEVIN JAMES
ROBERT JAMES
ANTHONY JOSINE
SOUR NOU
PASQUALE PAOLELLI
CARL PARIS
KANAYALAL PATEL
DONALD PATEL
LINDA PERRY
ARIEL PEREZ
CHERYL PERINGTON
JACK PETERKOFF
BARBARA PETERSON
ERIC PFANKUHZE
HERMEAN PHETER
CYNTHIA PFLEUEGER
STEVEN PHIPPS
MARIONNIE PHIFER
ERIC PLACIDO
HARRIET PORTER
ALVIN PRATER
DONNA PRICE
FREDERICK PRINCE
BABY BOY PUGSLEY
BABY GIRL PUGSLEY
LISA PUHLMAN
ANGELINA PULPHUS
JOHN PURCELL
JOSE RAMIERZ OCAMPOS
RICHARD RATER
LARRY REITZ
GARY ROBERSON
TERRY ROBERTSON
JOYANN ROGERS
IAN ROGERS
LLEA ROSELS
JESUS RODRIGUEZ
JAVIER ROJAS
JESSICA ROLLINS
JESUS ROMAN
DIANNE ROSS
RICHARD ROSS
CHERYL ROTH
JAMES ROY
WALTER ROWE
WILLIAM ROWE
GREGORY ROY
PAUL ROWE
RICK ROY
BERNIE ROYER
M. L. ROYER
KELLY ROYSE
WILLIAM ROYSE
GERONIMO VALDIVIA-PEREZ
JAMES VAN EVER
JUDY VAUGHAN
RANDOLPH VAUGHN
PAUL VON EPPING
ANTHONY WALKER
TIMOTHY WARD
BYRON WARE
GARRISON WATERS
GARY WEAVER
ANGELA WEBSTER
RICHARD WEREMEYEN
JACKIE WESLEY
SANDRA WESLEY
JOSEPH WHITE
MARIANNE WILSON
JANICE WOODIN
MARY WOODIN
DUSTIN WYSONG
LEONARD YULE

More details about this service can be found here: www.kingcounty.gov/depts/health/examiner/indigent-remains.aspx